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**Synopsis**

Gardening in the Tropics contains a rich Caribbean world in poems offered to readers everywhere. Olive Senior’s rich vein of humour can turn wry and then sharp in satire of colour-consciousness, class-consciousness and racism. But her predominant tone is the verbal equivalent of a pair of wide-open arms. Praise for Olive Senior’s work “The thing that immediately strikes one is her control of tone â€“ like a singer having perfect pitch.” â€“ E.A. Markham
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**Customer Reviews**

Beautiful poetry. Gives a good look at what is defined as Caribbean writing. I would recommend that anyone reading this should also read Kamau Brathwaite’s essay “Nation Language.” It would give you a good understanding of just how much colonialism affected Caribbean language and writing.

Purchased the book for a family member whom is studying literature. They were overjoyed upon receiving the book and promptly used it to do an assignment. Thanks!

Fantastic literature material.
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